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Molecular Dynamics Simulation of Adhesion Processes 

Sung-San Cho*, Seungho Park 
Department o f  Mechanical and System Design Engineering, Hongik University, 

Seoul 121- 791, Korea 

Adhesion of  a hemispherical tip to the flat surface in nano-s t ructures  is simulated using the 

molecular  dynamics technique. The tip and plates are modeled with the Lennard-Jones  

molecules. The s imulat ion focuses on the deformation of the tip. Detailed descriptions on the 

evolut ion of interaction force, the energy dissipation due to adhesion hysteresis, the forma- 

t ion-growth-breakage  of adhesive junc t ion  as well as the evolut ion of  molecular  dis t r ibut ion 

during the process are presented. The effects of the tip size, the maximum tip approach, the tip 

temperature, and the affinity between the tip and the mating plate are also discussed. 
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Nomenclature 
D : Distance between upper and lower surfaces 

F : Force 

L : Simulat ion domain  size 

m : Molecular  mass 

N : Total  number  Of molecules 

ri~ : Inter-dis tance between molecules i and j 

rc : Cutoff radius 

e : Radius 

t : Time 

Z : Temperature 

Greek Symbols 
a : Affinity factor 

e : Energy parameter 

o" : Length parameter 

: Potential function 

Superscript 
* : Dimensionless 

Subscripts 
i , j  : ith and jth molecules 

p : Period for adhesion process 
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tip : For  tip 

u p p e r  : For  upper plate 

x , y , z  : Directions in rectangular  coordinate  

1. Introduction 

It is well known that adhesion is associated 

with friction. According to the adhesion theory of 

macroscopic friction (Rabinowicz,  1965), adhesi- 

ve ly-bonded contact ing asperities, so called junc-  

tions, form, grow and break while a tangential  

motion occurs between two contact ing surfaces. 

The friction force is assumed to be the sum of the 

j unc t ion -b reak ing  forces that can be estimated 

with two major  parameters, i.e., the junc t ion  

size and the j unc t ion -b reak ing  shear stress. The 

junc t ion  size can be estimated with the well-  

developed adhesive contact models such as the 

JKR model (Johnson et al., 1971), D M T  model 

(Derjaguin et al., 1975) or the finite element 

adhesive contact model (Cho and Park, 2002). 

Meanwhile,  the nature of j unc t i on -b reak ing  stress 

is not clearly identified yet, and the stress has 

been defined differently in the literatures (St- 

raffelini, 2001). Thus the origin of adhesion has 

been a major  concern in the research of this field. 

One of efficient computa t ional  methods in 

nano-scales  is the molecular  dynamics (MD) 
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simulation, which has long been used and well 

developed as tool in statistical mechanics and 

chemistry. This method has recently been em- 

ployed to investigate the various nano-scale 

phenomena including tribological ones such as 

indentation and friction (Landman, 1998; Ko- 

manduri,  et al., Richter et al., 2000 ; Christopher, 

et al., 2001; Zhang and Tanaka,  1997; 1998; 

Rafi i -Tabar ,  2000 ; Weng et al., 2000, Park, at al., 

2002). These atomistic studies have revealed 

several new findings and helped improving our 

understanding these phenomena in nano-scales. 

Especially, several atomistic studies on friction 

have been reported. In these studies (Rafi i -Tabar ,  

2000; Weng et al., 2000, Park, at al., 2002) 

primarily the friction mechanisms associated with 

plastic deformation such as plowing and cutting 

were investigated while the transfer of asperity 

molecules to the contacting surface and /o r  the 

deformation of the contacting asperity were re- 

stricted. 
In this article, the adhesion process of a 

round- t ip  on a flat plate has been simulated using 

the molecular dynamics technique. The simula- 

tion focuses especially on the deformation of tip 

that has been rarely studied. The evolution of  

interaction force, the energy dissipation due to 

hysteresis, and the formation-growth-breakage 

of the junction as well as the evolution of mo- 

lecular distribution in the process are investigated 

in detail. The Lennard-Jones molecules are ap- 

plied to simplify the simulation. Although the 

Lennard-Jones potential simulates only the in- 

teractions between inert molecules such as Ar, Kr, 

Xe, it has been widely applied to understand 

various physical and thermal phenomena in na- 

noscale (Haile, 1992 ; Allen and Tildesley, 1987). 

2. Molecular Dynamics Simulation 

Investigation of the characteristics of adhesion 

process utilizes the Lennard-Jones (LJ) 12-6 

potential, given as 

~ (ri,) = 4 ~ [ ( ~ . j  ) lz-- ( r~/~ )6 ] (I) 

where the length parameter cr=0.34 nm and the 

energy parameter e = l . 6 7 x  10 -2t J. These para- 

meters are based on argon whose molecular mass 

is m = 6 . 6 3 × 1 0 - ~ k g .  The rg~ denotes inter- 

distances between molecules i and j .  This LJ 

potential is truncated to zero for distances larger 

than 2.5cr without long-range tbrce corrections, 

which was widely applied to expedite the sim- 

ulation (Allen and Tildesley, 1987). The molecu- 

lar motion is simulated by solving Newton's 

equation of motion with intermolecular tbrces 

obtained from Eq. (1), 

F i = _ ~ .  8~(ri~) dZri (2) 
j , i  8ri = m~ dt  z 

using the "velocity Verlet" algorithm (Swope et 

al., 1982) with a t ime-step of 5 fs or A t * =  

2.335 × 10 -3. In this work all quantities with an 

asterisk are nondimensionalized with respect to ~r, 

e, and m. 
Before simulating an adhesion process, a crys- 

talline fcc structure is designed and placed at the 

center of the computational domain for each 

simulation condition. Initial velocities of molecu- 

les are either estimated using the Maxwell-Boltz- 

mann distribution at a given temperature or ob- 

tained from previous simulations, if available. 

This pre-designed molecular system undergoes 

an equilibration process of 100000 time-steps at 

temperature T* =0.248. 

For  simplification of the analysis, molecules 

constructing the upper and lower plates are as- 

sumed to be rigid at a fixed temperature ( Z  * =  

0.248), while molecules in the hemispherical tip 

are allowed to move in accordance with Eq. (2). 

Since the tip is modelled as a hemisphere of 

radius R ~ = 9 . 3 7  and the distance between the 

upper and lower plates D* is set equal to 11.72 in 

the initial configuration, the initial distance be- 

tween the t ip-end and the lower plate is 2.35. 
Since the cutoff radius rc* is 2.5, only the 

molecules in the t ip-end region have a weak 

interaction with the lower surface at the begin- 

ning of the simulation. At time-step 10000 the 

upper plate starts to move down toward the lower 

plate and then recedes to the initial position, 

which can be modelled as 
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AZupper ( t *) = ZuPl)er  ( t ) - -  ZupPer  ( 0 )  
(3) 

= - A *  [ I  - c o s  ( 2 m ' * / t ; )  ] 
where half the maximum displacement A* is 2.5 

and the period of the tip movement tfl is 100000 

time-steps. Each plate and the tip consist of 

2048 and 1682 molecules, respectively. Although 

periodic boundary conditions are applied in the x 

and y directions (refer to Fig. 1), the interaction 

between the imaginary structure due to the peri- 

odicity and the tip in the simulation domain 

becomes negligible, since the calculation domain 

size is * * ×25. L ~ X L ~ = 2 5  

3. Results  and Discuss ion  

Figure I shows the snapshots of molecular 

distributions and normal forces experienced by 

the molecules in the top-most layer of the lower 

plate during an adhesion process. For the upper 

plate movement Az* t , ,~=-0 .477 ,  the change in 

tip shape is hardly identified although the tip is 

attracted by the lower plate, as evidenced by the 

distribution of normal force• As the tip appro- 

aches the lower plate, the attraction becomes 

significant and affects a relatively larger area, as 

shown in the force distribution at Az*~o~r= 

- 1 . 7 3 .  As the pressing process goes further, the 

tip starts to contact the lower plate, interacting 

repulsively with the lower plate that can be seen 

in the force distribution at Az%~er=-2.5. For 

the final stage of tip approach A2*pper--5 the 

shape of the tip has been changed significantly 

and appears to be an adhesive junction, in which 

the repulsive interaction is very significant. As the 

receding process starts, the repulsive interactions 

turn into attractive ones immediately, and then 

do not change considerably until the end of the 

receding process as shown in the force distri- 
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Snapshots of molecular distribution and normal forces during adhesion processes 
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butions at AZupper----4.52 and AZupper=O.O. At 

the final stage of the process some molecules of 

the tip adhere to the lower plate and necking 

phenomena are observed. The initial shape of 

the tip is hardly seen in the final stage. It may 

be argued that the necking resulting in the 

molecular transfer is a mechanism of material 

transfer occurring with the breakage of adhesive 

junction. The marginal change in the normal 

[brce during the receding process is associated 

with the necking phenomenon. 

During the pressing process the region in the 
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Zones in the lower plate under the influence 
of the tip during the pressing process 

lower plate interacting with the tip can be defined 

through estimating the interactive forces. Figure 2 

shows the zones under the influence of the tip, 

which are the areas enclosed by the contour lines 

for each tip approach (Azu*ope~). Although the 

shape of the tip is almost axisymmetric, the 

influenced zones are quite distorted due to the 

molecular dislocations during the pressing pro- 

cess. 

So fhr the process is assumed isothermal, which 

is not realistic. For the isothermal process the 

temperature of the tip as well as those of the 

upper and lower plates are controlled to remain at 

T* =0.248. This implies that the potential energy 

increased by the pressing process has been 

changed into kinetic energy, that is absorbed by 

artificial cooler molecules promptly, that is, 

mathematically by the velocity scaling scheme 

(Haile, 1992). Since the temperatures of the tip 

molecules remain around T*=0.248,  the tip 

remains to be solid-phase. If the velocity scaling 

scheme is not employed the increased potential 

energy changes into molecular kinetic energy, 

which implies increase of molecular tempera- 

tures. Since very high energy is required for this 

pressing process, this consumed energy increases 

the molecular internal energy, and thus some 

molecules may melt and evaporate. Figure 3(a) 

shows the snapshot of molecular distribution at 

the final stage of this case. The snapshot shows 
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(a) Snapshot of molecular distribution and (b) tip-temperature variation without velocity scaling for 
constant tip temperature 
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some liberated molecules as well as the trans- 

ferred molecules and the neck that are observed in 

the isothermal cases. Figure 3 (b) shows the vari- 

ation of tip temperature, averaged in the x-y 
plane, along the axis of symmetry at different tip 

locations during the approach period. Although 

the temperatures of the upper and lower plates 

are maintained at T*=0.248 and there is a con- 

duction heat transfer from the tip and the plates, 

the tip temperature increases very significantly 

beyond its melting temperature. 

For a binary system the LJ potential can be 

modified (Diaz-Herrera et al., 1999) as 

~7 lz 0 6 
~(rij)=4"[(ri~) --ff(r~s) l (4) 

where the parameter a controls the affinity be- 

tween the t ip/upper-plate molecules and the low- 

er plate molecules, and e and 6 are the same 

for all interactions. For a less than unity the 

attractive force between the different molecules 

is weaker than that between the same-type mo- 

lecules, and thus less interaction occurs. Figure 4 

shows the molecular distribution at the final stage 

of the isothermal adhesion process when a is 

0.5. Although the shape of the tip has been 

changed and smashed considerably, neither neck- 

ing nor molecule transfer is observed. 

Figure 5 shows the variation of the normal 

force imposed on the tip during adhesion pro- 

cesses. This irreversible phenomenon is known as 

adhesion hysteresis and has been observed ex- 

perimentally (Chaudhury and Whitesides, 1991 ; 

Fig. 4 Snapshot of molecular distribution tbr the 
affinity factor a=0.5 
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Chen t al., 1991). Positive values imply attractive 

interaction, while negative ones do repulsive 

forces. In the beginning stage of a pressing pro- 

cess the tip approaches the lower plate and ex- 

periences relatively weak attraction. As the tip 

moves further down toward the lower plate, the 

interaction changes into repulsive one and there is 

a slight increase in the normal force, which is 

associated with the collapse of the first molecular 

layer of the tip. When the tip continues to move 

down, the repulsive force increases significantly 

and an abrupt decrease in the interaction occurs 

due to the collapse of  the second layer of  the tip. 

With the onset of the receding process the re- 

pulsive interaction turns into attraction mono- 

tonically and rapidly until the maximum attrac- 

tive force is reached. As the tip moves upward 

further, the attractive forces tend to decrease, 

while the necking and molecular transfer pheno- 

mena occur. This hysteresis has been observed 

for different sizes of  tips R~'~ =7.8, 9.37, and 15.6, 

as shown in Figs. 5 ( a ) - ( c ) .  Those hysteresis 

curves for different tip-sizes are qualitatively 

identical although the increase in the tip size 

enhances the magnitudes of the maximum attrac- 

tive and repulsive forces and thus the energy 

dissipation due to adhesion hysteresis. The hys- 

teresis curves for various maximum tip appro- 

aches are shown in Fig. 5 (b). The hysteresis 

curves for different maximum tip approaches are 

almost identical except the period during which 

the monotonic and rapid transition from re- 

pulsion to attraction occurs with the onset of 

recession. 

Figure 6 shows the force variations in the cases 

of isothermal processes of  affinity factors, at of 

1.0 and 0.5 and the process without t ip-tempera- 

ture control. Allowing the change in the tip tem- 

perature reduces the magnitudes of both the 

repulsive force at the final stage of the pressing 

process and the attractive force during recession 

since melting of some molecules with the temper- 

ature rise is considered in the simulation. With 
a smaller affinity factor the interaction during 

recession becomes weak, as expected from Fig. 

4, while the interaction during approach is mar- 

ginally influenced. 
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4. Conclusions 

Using molecular dynamics technique the adhe- 

sion process has been simulated for the Len- 

nard-Jones molecules. Although the LJ model is 

one of the simplest models and considers only the 

Pauli repulsion and van der Waals attraction, the 

model simulates the physical behavior observed 

in experiments. 

In the approaching period the attractive in- 

teraction turns into the repulsive one with the 

onset of physical contact. With further approach 

the repulsive force becomes stronger with the 

fluctuation of interaction forces associated with 

the collapse of  molecular layers. In the receding 

period the interaction changes from repulsion 

into attraction monotonically and rapidly and 

then vanishes gradually. These characteristics of 

hysteresis curve are observed in all the simula- 

tions conducted with different-size tips, with dif- 
ferent maximum tip approaches, with different 

t ip-temperature control schemes, and with differ- 
ent tip-surface affinity factors. The change in the 
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maximum tip approach influences only the rapid 

transition from repulsion to attraction occurring 

at the beginning of recession period in the 

hysteresis curve. 

Some molecules of the tip are transferred to the 

surface during the recession. The tip material 

transfer is also observed in the case that the 

temperature variation is allowed. When the tip 

material differs from the mating plate material, 

the material transfer does not occur although the 

tip is detbrmed plastically. 
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